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ABSTRACT
Autonomous Vehicles (AV) are a prime example of how innovation and
automation are at the forefront of growing technology trends. The concern of parking
systems is becoming apparent as research into ways to increase the efficiency and costeffectiveness of AV continues. To ward against various internet attackers and secure
users' sensitive information, an efficient AV parking system must have powerful user
privacy and cyber security capabilities. In my work, I present a blockchain-based privacy
registration system for AV parking systems that meets the following criteria. The
proposed scheme incorporates k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) - an efficient and lightweight
algorithm - for encrypting and matching available parking slots of participating AV
parking lots with the parking spaces of interest to AV users using vector matrices.
Additionally, the incorporated blockchain eliminates the need for financial third parties
and ensures secure payment fairness and transparency between the AV and parking lot.
The proposed approach is also shown to be robust and efficient, according to our security
and privacy analysis.

Keywords: Blockchain, Parking Reservation, Autonomous Vehicles (AV), k-Nearest
Neighbor (kNN), Parking Cloud Server (PCS)
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Vehicles with autonomous capability open a world of possibilities and benefits.
Sensors, machine learning systems, actuators, and multiple algorithms and processors are
all included in AVs, allowing them to perform a variety of tasks like scene identification,
path planning, and autonomous navigation while maintaining connection with the
driver/user (Huang et al., 2018). Most of today's parking systems were designed with
non-autonomous vehicles in mind. However, efficient parking systems in AVs offer a lot
of benefits.
To start with, these parking systems would provide a safer mode of parking for
users, ensuring both their safety and the safety of nearby pedestrians. AV parking lots
have also proven to be an effective method of reducing traffic congestion. A potential
parking system seeks to alleviate driver/user stress by utilizing Automated Valet Parking
(AVP), which can be used to provide on-demand parking services (Kato et al., 2015).
Furthermore, there is a guaranteed possibility of increased innovative infrastructure
utilization. Because AVs are part of multimodal and sharing mobility systems, millions of
square kilometers that are currently used for parking spaces will be freed up and diverted
into areas for other valuable operations (Duarte & Ratti, 2018).
While parking schemes are being developed, it is also critical to address privacy
schemes that address cybersecurity and user privacy. This is due to the increased risk of
cyber exposure with hacks that could expose users' information as vehicles become more
autonomous and internet enabled. Sensitive information such as a user's last known
location, address, travel schedule, transportation patterns, and debit/credit card details
could be obtained and used fraudulently or maliciously to take advantage of the user. This
1

thesis addresses the question of an efficient way to conduct secure AV parking without
disclosing the user's information by offering a privacy-preserving blockchain-based
registration scheme.
Various blockchain-based schemes ensure service payment fairness and enable
users to securely search through encrypted data. Our proposed scheme provides an
efficient way to provide a registration scheme for parking in autonomous vehicles by
implementing secure aspects of blockchain technology and utilizing various network and
security aspects from a few previously proposed schemes. It should be noted that this
thesis presents a registration scheme rather than a payment scheme. This encompasses
enrolling AVs in available parking slots while maintaining privacy and concealing their
data from both involved and unwanted parties. As a result, our system will consist of
multiple vehicles looking for available parking spaces in various parking lots. Therefore,
there is a strong need to incorporate a lightweight searching technique into our scheme.
This is where the k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) encryption algorithm comes into play.
In this thesis, our scheme combines the kNN encryption technique with an
existing blockchain technique to provide a secure and privacy-aware registration scheme
for an AV parking system. By implementing a single key for single encryption of the data
vectors and allowing servers to perform the task of matching the encrypted vectors, our
registration scheme eliminates a large count of calculation and communication
overheads. We provide concrete details about this scheme and explain how the proposed
scheme meets security requirements. We also put the design into action to demonstrate its
feasibility as well as its performance strength.
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CHAPTER II: RELATED WORKS
The use of blockchains across various industries has garnered broad interest. It
provides a means for operations to be conducted in a decentralized manner and without
any trusted intermediary and central authority. The extensive use of cryptography, a key
feature of blockchain networks, lends authority to all network interactions. These
concepts are integrated by smart contracts, which are self-executing scripts that exist on
the blockchain and allow for appropriate, distributed, heavily automated workflows
(Christidis & Devetsikiotis, 2016). As shown in Fig. 1, A blockchain is a synchronized
and distributed data structure consisting of various sets of nodes or interconnected blocks
that are replicated and shared among members who are connected through a network
medium (Deng & Gao, 2020).

Fig. 1. Illustration of the interconnected nodes of a blockchain

Blockchain has been incorporated into countless schemes to provide security and
payment fairness. In one paper, Yan et al, (2020) proposed a bitcoin-based encryption
scheme that solved the problem of cloud server trust and put forward a verifiable fuzzy
keyword search that uses a fuzzy keyword search retrieval scheme. It also incorporated
3

an Ethereum smart contract to verify search results and achieve transparent servicepayment fairness between the cloud server and the user. The scheme, however, suffered
from comparable high computation overhead. Our scheme extracts certain aspects from
the system implemented by Yan et al. (2020) and augments it to produce an efficient
solution. In another paper, a scheme was proposed to provide a privacy-preserving
authentication scheme using the lightweight kNN encryption technique which was shown
to help verify users' authenticity; it included a design focused on non-intrusiveness, low
latency, and cost-efficiency (Hataba et al., 2021). However, there was no blockchain
involvement for secure storage of the authentication result. For our thesis, we develop our
solution by retaining the blockchain technique used to make the payment verification
from the scheme proposed by Yan et al. (2020), but change the cryptographic technique
used to search over the encrypted data. To make this efficient performance refinement,
we then introduce the kNN technique from the scheme proposed by Hataba et al. (2021)
Additionally, Sherif et al. (2017) proposed a scheme for ridesharing organization
and incorporated a similarity measurement technique over encrypted data, representing
an area where rides would be shared in the form of vectors and cells. While their scheme
was not centered around creating a blockchain-based registration scheme as is ours, we
also incorporate a similar themed technique, illustrated in Fig. 2, from their system to
ensure the vectors are matched in our model by representing the available parking spaces
from the parking lots and the interested parking slots from the AVs in the form of binary
vectors
Finally, our paper takes advantage of smart contracts, which help guarantee
payment fairness and transparency without the involvement of third parties. Trusted
4

payment execution is conducted by the triggered smart contract codes on the blockchain,
ensuring neither party will be cheated out of the transaction once initiated (Liu & Liu,
2019). The blockchain will arrange the smart contract between the AVs and the parking
lots.

Fig. 2. Timing and location vector representation
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CHAPTER III: SYSTEM MODEL AND DESIGN GOALS

Fig. 3. The Considered Network Model

A. Network Model
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the considered network model consists of five main
entities: offline Trusted Authority (TA), Autonomous Vehicles (AV), Parking Lots (PL),
Parking Cloud Server (PCS), and the cryptocurrency Blockchain (BC). The TA should
disseminate a unique secret key to the PCS, each participating AV, and each participating
PL. Each PL should then send information on available parking slots (P) to the PCS,
which will be encrypted E(P), and all this information should then be stored at the PCS.
6

Any AV that wishes to park and wants to search for available parking slots should
send a request (M) which will also be encrypted to the PCS. Finally, an encrypted
registration query E(M) should be created with the vector data of the AV who wants to
park their vehicle and send this encrypted query to PCS. The cloud server should then use
the encrypted registration query to look up the vector data. This will be done by
computing a similarity score between the AV query and PLs' available parking data and
then submitting the result to the blockchain. The AV should then verify the registration
result from the blockchain. Upon being added to the blockchain, the AV should be
required to deposit a certain amount of currency for payment to guarantee the correctness
of the transaction. If the AV finds that the search results from their query are perfect for
their request, the deposited charge will be withdrawn from their account by the
blockchain, and then the AV can go ahead to register for the parking. Otherwise, the
blockchain will refund the AV's deposit, and there will be no parking activity. Through
this scheme, there should be no information shared between the AV and the parking lot,
and there is no means for any sensitive information to be revealed.
B. Threat Model
There is the possibility of external and internal attacks on our system entities such
as parking cloud server, parking lots, and AVs. Sensitive and classified information, such
as encrypted available parking slots and registration queries data, are of interest to our
possible attackers. While they conduct their attacks against our proposed scheme, they do
so sincerely and without any intentions to cause any disturbance to the operations of our
proposed scheme. Therefore, we classify our plausible attackers as "honest but curious".
In our scheme, a particular attack model we consider is that of the Known Ciphertext.
7

Our scheme involves the searchable encrypted parking slots and registration queries
information being provided by the parking lots and autonomous vehicles, respectively.
Hence, in this model, the attacker is limited to the possibility of gaining access to only
these sorts of information.
C. Design Goals
Based on the above threat, the design goals, which our proposed blockchain-based
privacy-preserving registration scheme should attain, are as follows:
1) Registration Query Search Over Encrypted Parking Slots Vector Data from
Several Parking Lots. Our scheme should be able to utilize the encrypted registration
queries from the AVs to search over the encrypted vector data on available slots sent by
the various participating PLs.
2) Scalability and Efficiency. The scheme should be capable of performing search
operations over a large number of encrypted vectors and responding to the autonomous
vehicle's queries in a timely fashion. Furthermore, communication and computational
overhead should be minimized efficiently from the size of the registration query.
3) Slots and Registration Query Confidentiality. The parking cloud server should
not attain any sensitive information about the stored available parking slots or the sent
registration queries/requests.
4) Registration Query Unlinkability. The parking cloud server should be unable
to ascertain whether two registration queries contain vector data that are identical or not.
5) Fairness. A smart contract is introduced to achieve payment fairness and
transparency. The blockchain should ensure that the participating PLs do not take money

8

from the participating AV user until the parking slot matching and
registration/reservation are successfully made.
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CHAPTER IV: PROPOSED SCHEME
This section delves into the proposed scheme to explain the components in detail.
Before introducing the specific scheme, we provide a brief overview of the kNN
technique and the vector matching model.
A. kNN Overview
kNN is a symmetric encryption technique that provides the ability to carry out
similarity search or measurement over encrypted data. A kNN query searches a database
for the k points that are closest to a given query point q (Wong et al., 2009). kNN brags
of a lightweight distinguishing feature which allows for less computational and
communication overhead compared to other encryption techniques that also perform
similarity over encrypted data. Sherif et al. (2018) found in research, that the
incorporation of the kNN technique in data aggregation schemes for user privacy led to
lower encryption/decryption times by evaluating its experimental performance with those
of existing homomorphic encryption-based schemes.
For kNN encryption and decryption, binary vectors are incorporated as splitting
vectors to split the data vectors of each participating secondary user into two random
vectors before a conditional operation is conducted to set the split vectors to two random
numbers such that their summation is equal to one of the vectors. To end the processes,
the vector pairs would then be encrypted into an index (Sherif et al., 2017). An in-depth
view of the incorporation of the kNN technique in our scheme is given in following
subsections of the proposed scheme below.
10

The main notations found in this paper are explained in Table 1 below.

TASK
V
{ P , P , Q , …, Q8 } ∈
1 2
1

k× k

CSSK
PLx
PLSKx
{ Ax ,B x ,C x ,D x } ∈
AVy

x
z×z

PLx
Autonomous Vehicle y

AVSKy
{ I y ,J y ,K y ,L y } ∈

PLx

AVy
z×z

AVy

TABLE I: Main Notations
B. Vector Matching Model Overview
As shown in Fig. 2, the data being encrypted will be in form of vector (U) and the
vector will be created related to the city’s geographical location. According to the
location, we will divide the city into different cell and each cell will be represented by a
bit: “0” or “1”. The timing vector will also be created which will be divided in increments
of 30-minutes for each party (48 in total) and be concatenated to the location vector.
Firstly, the PLx will have its cell vector with the same number of cells and according to
the physical location of the PLx, it will then select its actual location indicating its
available parking slots and available times. The choice made by the PLx will be reflected
by a “1”. After generating this vector, the PLx will then encrypt its vector by using its
secret key before sending it to the cloud server as the “Encrypted Available Parking
11

Spaces.” Secondly, the parking location and time where the AVy will need to be decided.
The AVy will choose a specific cell location indicating its interested parking space(s) and
another for its interested parking time.
The choice(s) made by the AVy will be reflected by a “1” in the chosen cell
location(s). The AVy will then send the encrypted vector that represents which locations
and time they are interested in parking to the cloud server as the “Encrypted Registration
Query.” It may hold more than one given cell and there can only be one matching. After
that, the matching will be calculated to ensure that the AVy finds and registers with a
specific PLx in the desired geographical areas which will be represented by cells.
C. Vector Initialization
For the initial system process, the following set of oracles are run in sequential
order by the trusted authority:
1) Key Distribution
First, the security parameter 1z serves as an input for the system setup algorithm,
which then outputs the TA secret key (TASK), where TASK = {V, P1, P2, Q1, ... ,

Q8}, z is the size of the available parking lot slots vector, and V is a random binary
vector of length z, and a set of random invertible matrices ∈ Rz×z.
Next, the TA generates the Cloud server secret key to be (CSSK), where CSSK

= R and R is an invertible random matrix ∈ Rz×z. The TA also generates a PL secret key
(PLSKx) for each parking lot with available slots in the system with identity Plex, as
PLSKx = {V, RQ1−1Ax, RQ2−1Bx, RQ3−1Ax, RQ4−1Bx,
12

RQ5−1Cx, RQ6−1Dx, RQ7−1Cx, RQ8−1Dx}
(1)
where {Ax, Bx, Cx, Dx} are random matrices ∈ Rz×z such that Ax, + Bx = P1−1, and

Cx, + Dx = P2−1.
Finally, the TA creates an autonomous vehicle secret key (AVSK) for each autonomous
vehicle in the system (AVy), as follows

AVSKy = {V, IyQ1, IyQ2, JyQ3, JyQ4,
(2)
KyQ5, KyQ6, LyQ7, LyQ8}
where {Iy, Jy, Ky, Ly} are random matrices ∈ Rk×k such that Iy + Jy = P1, and

Ky + Ly = P2.
2) User Registration
Before a new user can access the system, they will initially be required to register
an account with the AV. The AV will take vector data of its users' interested parking
choices and then encrypt each vector data using the kNN encryption technique and the
AV's secret key before uploading the encrypted data to the server. The encrypted data is
used in the registration process, and it includes k indices of encrypted data where k
represents the total number of AV users. The AV will execute this procedure for every
user.
D. Encrypting Parking Lots Available Slots Data
Each parking lot (PLx) builds a binary row vector (Ux) to represent the number of
cells inside a city. Ux will have only one bit with digit “1”, that represent the actual
13

location of the parking lot x (PLx). The index is created by invoking oracle

GenerateVector().
GenerateVector (Ux, PLSKx) → EUx. For a parking lot’s slot vector Ux, PLx uses
the secret V to split Ux into two-column vectors Ux′ and Ux′′ of the same size. If the bth
bit of V is zero, Ux′ (b) and Ux′′ (b) are set similar to Ux(b), while if it is one, Ux′ (b)
and Ux′′ (b) are set to two random numbers such that their summation is equal to Ux (b).
Before submitting to the cloud server, PLx then uses its secret key PLSKx to compute the
parking slots data WUx as:

WUx = [ RQ1-1AxU’x, RQ2-1BxU’x, RQ3-1AxU’x, RQ4-1BxU’x;
RQ5-1CxU’’x, RQ6-1DxU’’x, RQ7-1CxU’’x, RQ8-1DxU’’x]
(3)
where WUx is a column vector of size 8Z (m * n), where Z is the number of city cells.
E. Encrypting Registration/Reservation Query
To ensure that a user is authenticated and registered, or the request is not from a
malicious entity, each Autonomous Vehicle (AVy) will use its corresponding secret
key AVSKy delivered from the TA to encrypt a registration query for each user who
wants to park his/her vehicle. This is done without revealing any of the user’s
information to the PL or allowing the server to access any user’s sensitive information.
Before submission to the cloud server, each AVy generates an encrypted
reservation query by invoking oracle GenerateTrapdoor().
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GenerateTrapdoor (F, AVSKy) → GF. Given the user’s chosen location data
vector T, AVy uses V to split F into two random row vectors, f′ and f′′, which are of the
same size. The splitting method is described as follows. If the bth bit of V is one, f′(b)
and f′′(b) are set similar to t(b), while if it is zero, f′(b) and f′′(b) are set to two random
numbers, such that their summation is equal to f(b). Then, AVy uses its secret key

AVSKy to generate the trapdoor GF
GF = [ f ′ IyQ1, f′ IyQ2, f′JyQ3, f′JyQ4,
f ′′KyQ5, f′′KyQ6, f′′LyQ7, f′′LyQ8 ]
(4)
where GF is a row vector of size 8Z.
F. Matching Vectors Data
The parking cloud server will begin searching over encrypted available parking
lot(s) data by calculating the dot product operation between the generated trapdoor from
the AV with the vector indices inside its database in oracle Match. Here, the data will be
searched through without being decrypted to further fortify security. The cloud server
will incorporate the kNN encryption scheme. The cloud server will then use the search
outcome to validate the autonomous vehicle’s authentication query.

Match(CSSK, WUx, GF) → ReservationResult. In this oracle, the cloud server
should first use its secret R−1 to remove R from WUx to obtain W¯Ux, where

WUx = [ Q1-1AxU’x , Q2-1BxU’x , Q3-1AxU’x , Q4-1BxU’x;
Q5-1CxU’’x, Q6-1DxU’’x, Q7-1CxU’’x, Q8-1DxU’’x]
(5)
15

Next, a similarity score is computed between the trapdoor GF and the index W¯Ux
by dot product operation (GF ·W¯Ux), where the dot product is represented by (·). The
cloud server will use the trapdoor received from the AV to measure its similarity with the
parking lots’ indices by invoking Match() oracle. Then, the server sends the best-matched
results to the blockchain. If there is a match with a query coming from the AV and one of
the stored available parking lot indices, a positive confirmation will be observed.
Incorporating our scheme, the similarity score of the indices and trapdoors can be
measured by the PCS.

·

Proof: This can be done by computing GF WUx, as follows.

GF(·)W¯Ux = f’IyAxU’x + f’IyBxU’x + f’JyAxU’x + f’JyBxUx’
+ f’’KyCiUx’’ + f’’KyDiUx’’+ f’’LxCxUx’’ + f’’LyDxUx’’
= f’(Iy + Jy)(.)(Ax + Bx)Ux’ + f’’(Ky + Ly)(.)(Cx + Dx)Ux’’
= f’P1P1−1U’’x + f’’P2P2−1U’’x
= F(·)Ux

G. Store Results at Blockchain and Verification
Finally, the result of the matching will be sent to the blockchain for storage and
verification. Ethereum, being a programmable blockchain system and a decentralized
application platform, could be implemented for the contract which will be written in the
16

blockchain in digital format. The smart contract is a collection of agreements that serve to
regulate the digital assets and it consists of the responsibilities and privileges of the
transaction participants. Once certain previously set conditions are satisfied, it is executed
automatically and does not require any intermediary intervention. Upon receiving the
match results, GF(·)W¯Ux , the verification smart contract gets deployed.
For verification, the blockchain will have some holding on the AV and if the AV
finds that the search results is perfect for his request, the blockchain will take the money
from their account and then the AV can make the successful parking reservation.
However, if there matching results are not suitable for the AV user, the blockchain will
release the money holding from their account, thereby ending the transaction with neither
the AV nor the parking lot losing any monetary resource. How will the blockchain be
used to store and verify the result.

17

CHAPTER V: PRIVACY ANALYSIS
According to our design goals described in section III-C, in this section, we show
that our proposed scheme satisfies all the described privacy capabilities and requirements
by addressing each listed goal.
1) Registration Query Search Over Encrypted Parking Slots Vector Data from
Several Parking Lots. Our proposed scheme can use the encrypted
registration/reservation queries sent from an AV to search over the encrypted vector data
on available slots sent by the various participating parking lots. In our scheme, the AVs
do not need to share their private key with participating parking lots to search over their
encrypted parking slots data. The AV can use the same key given by the TA to search all
the vector data from the participating parking lots.
2) Scalability and Efficiency. Our proposed scheme can perform search operations
over a large number of encrypted vectors from numerous PLs and respond to the AV’s
queries quickly. In our scheme, this is possible because only a dot product operation of
the involved vectors is computed. Furthermore, the communication and computational
overhead in our scheme are comparably feasible.
3) Slots and Registration Query Confidentiality. The PCS cannot attain any
information that may prove sensitive or valuable about the stored available parking slot
or the sent registration queries. In our scheme, this is possible due to the data encryption
from the AV and PL. This enables vector and reservation/registration query
confidentiality and ensures that the data is never uploaded to the PCS in plaintext. Data
privacy is further preserved because data is never decrypted on the server as the PCS
searches exclusively over encrypted data.
18

4) Registration Query Unlinkability. The PCS cannot ascertain whether two
registration queries contain data that are identical or not. In our scheme, the registration
trapdoor unlinkability stays intact as different ciphertexts will be given if the same
trapdoor is transmitted multiple times. Additionally, without the parking cloud server’s
security key, CSSK, the similarity scores computed by the PCS cannot be determined by
eavesdroppers.
5) Fairness. The reliability of the blockchain smart contract can make sure that
payment fairness and transparency are achieved. A smart contract is introduced to
achieve payment fairness and transparency. Due to this implementation in our scheme,
there is a guarantee that the participating PLs will not take any money from the
participating AVs until the parking slot matching and registration/reservation are made.

19

CHAPTER VI: EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION
This section analyzes our proposed scheme concerning the experimental setup and
performance analysis.
A. Experiment Setup and Evaluation Metrics
For performance evaluation, our proposed scheme was implemented using Python
and a server with an AMD Ryzen 5 3500U, Radeon Vega Mobile Gfx 2.10 GHz
processor, 8.00 GB of RAM, and a 64-bit operating system running a Windows 10 Home
Operating System. In our experiments, for our participating parking lots available slots
and interested autonomous vehicles, we created a concatenated unit vector containing a
vector sized (m x n) for the slot locations plus a vector for timing with a 30- minute
increment (48 in total) for each involved party. The unit vectors were then used in the
parking cloud server's vector dot product matching step.
The experiment on our proposed scheme was run with one AV user in mind and
various sample sizes for the parking lots and the grid map with available parking slots. As
shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the communication and computational overhead were also
studied to reflect our system scalability with increased parking lots, map sizes, and
potentially more AVs.

20

Fig. 4. Timing Statistics for Different Map Sizes

Fig. 5. Timing Statistics for Different Parking Lot Sizes
21

Fig. 6. Timing Statistics II & III for Different Map Sizes
B. Experiment Results
Here, the experimental analysis of our proposed scheme is given in detail
concerning communication overhead and computation overhead, as well as encryption
scalability and search time analysis. There are four variables involved: TPLKeyGen,

TAV_KeyGen, TEncrypt, and TDotProd. TPL_KeyGen represents the time required for the
parking lot key generation PLx, TAVKeyGen represents the time required for the
autonomous vehicle AVy key generation, TEncrypt represents the time required for the
trapdoor encryption, and TDotProd represents the time required for available parking slots
and query trapdoor dot product computation.
1) Communication and Computational Overhead. The kNN technique brings
efficiency and lightweight benefit to our scheme. This is evident in the data size
communicated for each index or reservation query. For the communication and
22

computation overhead, the durations are dependent on our map size. As illustrated in Fig.
4, our communication overload is the vector size (m x n) + 48, where (m x n)
represents the map size. Hence, we notice that as the map size increases, the time also
increases, and as the map size reduces, the computation and communication time also
reduces
2) Computation Overhead. Fig. 6 depicts the timing statistics for various map
sizes concerning the TPLKeyGen, TEncrypt, and TDotProd. From our findings, we also
observe that the core of our matching process was in µsecs, and the other important
processes were in msecs, further proving our technique’s lightweight feature and its
practical potential to manage upscaling in terms of data size and processing.
3) Encryption Scalability. The performance of our system was observed in
gradually increasing usage scenarios. We experimented with numerous sample sizes for
the parking lot size with a gradual increment of fifty. The encryption times are within a
reasonable margin, as shown in Fig. 5. The figure reflected that our system’s performance
scale moves in an upward curving direction along with the increasing number of parking
lots. Our findings also observe that with fixed map size and an increasing number of
parking lots, we get quicker, scalability, and processing time statistics.
4) Search Time Analysis. From Figs. 4 - 6, we can observe the average timing
needed for our parking cloud server to search over a subset of encrypted vector data with
the encrypted registration query. This is done by conducting a dot product operation
between the generated trapdoor and the stored vector matrix. The search process ends
when the similarity scores are compared, and matching is found. As previously
23

mentioned, we observed that the dot operations were in µsecs and the timing operations
were in msecs, further proving the lightweight and efficiency of our scheme’s technique.
5) Fairness Analysis. The blockchain is introduced to ensure secure transaction
fairness and transparency between the PLs and the AV user in our scheme. The smart
contract’s predefined mechanism helps to this effect. Our scheme’s service-payment
fairness is guaranteed further due to the blockchain's irreversible and immutable strength.
As an added benefit, this reduces the potential computational burden by eliminating the
need for local verification and third-party financial intervention.
In summary, our experimental results demonstrate that our proposed scheme is
relatively efficient and lightweight, making it a feasible application in blockchain-based
payment schemes for AV parking systems with mathematically validated privacy
awareness, unlinkability, and service-payment fairness goals.
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CHAPTER VII: CONCLUSION
Security and privacy awareness are crucial aspects of any emerging technology. A
secure, efficient parking registration scheme for vehicles with autonomous capabilities
focused on preserving privacy and security ensures no exploitable fault in this aspect
during AV parking. This thesis proposes a scheme that satisfies that effect by
incorporating the encryption efficiency of the kNN encryption technique -defending even
against honest-but-curious attackers- and the security and transparency of blockchain for
fair payment. Parking lots’ slots availability and AV users’ interested parking spots are
also matched smoothly through vector cell representation and matrix matching.
Furthermore, the results from the dataset testing indicate that our proposed scheme has
feasible computational overhead and low communication cost.
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APPENDIX A: IRB APPROVAL LETTER
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